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Just In! features three fresh news item summaries on the NY-GEO home page every 
Monday, with the ability to comment via the blog link in each summary. NY-GEO 
members get an advanced look at the Just In! articles, plus job & event listings and 
several bonus article summaries with links, usually on the Saturday before website 
publication. 
 
Please be sure to check out the new items in the Events and Career Opportunities 
section below and here on our website. Check out the job opening at Dandelion 
Energy in the Jobs! section in blue type below. June 15th might set a record for NY 
geothermal-relevant webinars ! Dynamic times! 
 
State Legislature Session and the Climate Crisis – the State Legislature session 
passed 892 bills but ended on a disappointing note for many as several measures 
designed to address the climate crisis remain on the shelf.  There is some talk of an 
upcoming Special Session of the Legislature to deal with some unresolved issues, but 
nothing definite yet.  Among the more significant disappointments for renewable heating 
were the following: 

• Community Climate Investment Act – S4264A(Parker) /A6967 (Cahill) - which 
would have put a fee on climate and criteria pollutants designed to raise $15 
billion annually to help New Yorkers transition to a renewable energy economy.  
This bill didn’t make it out of committee in either house.   

• Advanced Building Codes, Appliance and Equipment Efficiency Standards 
Act of 2021 - S7176 (Parker) was sponsored in the Senate by Energy 
Committee Chair Kevin Parker.  This bill is crucial in allowing NY’s codes to 
consider greenhouse gas in their provisions, and that is the basis for many of the 
greenhouse gas reduction recommendations under consideration by the Climate 
Action Council.  The bill passed the Senate by a 43-20 vote (see details, 
including the voting record here)  However the Assembly, despite Assembly 
Member Fahy stepping forward to sponsor the measure, failed to act on the bill 
and it was sent to the Assembly Corporations, Authorities and Commissions 
Committee. 

• Geothermal 25% Tax Credit - S3864/A07943 –-Kennedy/Rivera – Remained 
in Committee. 

• Geothermal Sales Tax Exemption – S0642 (Sanders)/ (Rivera) Remains in 
Committee  

 
 
Cleverest Geothermal Cooling Ad Graphic Ever?  - Cooling Season is Upon Us! 
HeatSmart Monroe is Cool Smart Monroe Too - sn't it ironic that many air conditioning 
systems actually make the neighborhood and the world hotter? The good news is that 
there are better designs and systems available right now!  Our HeatSmart Monroe 
campaign promotes and supports transition to efficient, climate-friendly air-source and 
ground-source (geothermal) heating and cooling systems. Get started with your 
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transition to guilt-free AC right now with a free assessment through HeatSmart Monroe! 
Contact our campaign coordinator, Matt Corona, at matt@climategfl.org.  
 

 
 
Public Service Commission Appointments – Earlier this year the Public Service 
Commission was expanded from a five-person body to seven.  The board had been 
functioning with 4 members since the departure of former Chair John Rhodes.  This 
week the Legislature confirmed Governor Cuomo’s 3 nominees – former Senator David 
Valeski, John Maggiore, currently Senior Advisor to the Governor, and Rory Christian, 
formerly of the Environmental Defense Fund, and the New York City Housing Authority.  
Clean energy advocates had been voicing wariness over the Governor’s first 2 
appointments, perhaps best expressed in this interview with Lisa Marshall from Mothers 
Out Front on the Capitol Pressroom radio show.  Advocates have largely been 
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enthusiastic about Christian’s appointment.  His nomination was put forth a few days 
after criticism emerged on the Valesky and Maggiore nominations.   

 
 
Most NY Utilities Ready to Pay Contractors Electronically – NY-GEO has been 
working with the Utilities’ Joint Management Committee to institute electronic payment 
for geothermal installations in order to shorten the time between rebate approval and 
rebate payment. Some utilities have still been paying by mail, which has sometimes 
added an extra week to payments, impacting installers’ cash flow.  At the June 8th 
monthly NY Clean Heat stakeholder meeting, it was announced that all the utilities but 
Orange & Rockland can now pay electronically.  If your company continues to be paid 
by check it may be because the utility needs to make a connection to your bank 
account.  Please contact your utility NY Clean Heat representative to resolve any 
issues.  If you need help from there don’t hesitate to contact nygeoinfo@gmail.com.    
 
NY Times Op Ed  - U.S. Senator Heinrich on Electrification - Your Next Car and 
Clothes Dryer Could Help Save Our Planet – by New Mexico Senator Martin Heinrich - 
June 8, 2021- “We cannot rely on Energy Star, which certifies energy-efficient products. 
We need to get to zero emissions as soon as possible, and you can’t “efficiency” your 
way to zero. Even an efficient natural gas furnace installed today can emit carbon 
dioxide for 20 years or more.”  Read the full article here.  
 

https://www.energystar.gov/about
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/08/opinion/climate-change-electricity-fossil-fuels.html?searchResultPosition=1


 
 

 
Climate Action Council Schedule – The New York Climate Action Council (CAC) is 
charged with creating a scoping plan to meet the State’s legally mandated 2030 target 
of a 40% reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (and 85% by 2050).  The CAC 
has now received recommendations from its Seven Advisory Panels and is working with 
consultants on an integration analysis designed those recommendations into a coherent 
plan capable of meeting the GHG reduction targets.  The plan would then be debated, 
amended and adopted by the CAC by the end of the year and then taken to the public in 
2022 before the recommendations are acted on by the Legislature, State Departments 
such as NYSERDA and DEC and other agencies.   The CAC posted its upcoming 
schedule on the slide below shown at its June 8th meeting.   

https://climate.ny.gov/Climate-Action-Council/Meetings-and-Materials


 
 
*2021 July 9, July 23, August 6, August 20 – NY-GEO Summer networking Trips 
Do you miss interacting with peers and fellow ground source heat pump professionals?  
Would you like to meet our members and ask them questions first hand?  NY GEO is 
organizing statewide meet ups to provide this opportunity to you in absence not getting 
together at our annual conference. The events are:  

• Friday, July 9, 3:45, solar powered boat ride and lighthouse tour in Kingston;  

• Friday, July 23, 10:30,  Howe Caverns in Cobleskill;  

• Friday, August 6, 3:45, boat ride on the new “all electric” Maid of The Mist, 
Niagara Falls and  

• Friday, August 20, 10:30, a recreational “self powered” bike ride on the Albany 
County Helderberg-Hudson Rail Trail.   

Click on this link for additional details. Thanks to NY-GEO members Joanne Coons and 
Ron Kamen and “JR” Rath for coordinating these events.  Contact 
j.coons359@gmail.com to confirm you are going on any of the trips, to help with any of 
the trips or with any questions. 
 
 
Geothermal Heat Pumps are the Answer to Eliminating Electric Grid Spikes (like 
we saw in Texas) - With all the air conditioning needed in the summertime, why would 
a winter time freeze cause the electrical grid to “spike” out of control as we saw in 
Texas? Most people know that air conditioning loads in the middle of August usually 
drive the greatest demand on the grid. However, electric heaters, often used to handle 
peak heating loads, can double or triple the peak in the wintertime.  Full article from 
Geothermal Rising.  Thanks to NY-GEO member Jay Egg for this tip  
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Dandelion Energy Expands to Vermont – NY-GEO member Dandelion Energy has 
entered Vermont and company President Kathy Hannun was featured in a TED Talk on 
why geothermal heating and cooling makes so much sense.  Thanks to Jim Kapsis of 
the Ad Hoc Group for this tip. 
 
“Electrification Is ‘Cheapest Way To Hit Net Zero • A report from the European 
Technology and Innovation Platform on Wind and WindEurope says the most cost-
effective way to decarbonize the EU economy is electrification. It says a future net-zero 
system will ‘cost no more as a share of GDP than energy system costs today: 10.6% of 
GDP.’ [reNEWS]”  “In 2050 electricity will meet about 75% of final energy demand.  The 
report stated direct electrification will account for 57% and indirect electrification through 
hydrogen and its derivatives for another 18%. That’s compared to today’s electrification 
rate of 25%.  WindEurope CEO Giles Dickson said: “The EU must ruthlessly prioritise 
future-proof technologies if it wants to be climate-neutral by 2050.  “We’ve less than 30 
years to build a net zero energy system.” 
 
S&P Global – US Gas Markets Face Uncertainty -   by Tom DeChristopher – "’There 
are pockets ... where they clearly want to go to 100% electrification yesterday,’ said 
Lillian Federico, analyst with Regulatory Research Associates. ‘There seems to be a 
disconnect between what policymakers and legislators are out there saying and wanting 
to do to grab headlines, and what's feasibly possible for regulators in terms of 
implementing these things.’  Policies to restrict gas use in new buildings have prompted 
lawmakers in more than 20 states to introduce laws prohibiting gas bans. Meanwhile, 
the industry has accelerated efforts to decarbonize the gas grid, including through 
uptake of hydrogen and renewable natural gas, or RNG.”  (Tip from Sage Welch at the 
National Building Electrification Network and Sunstone Strategies) 
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Ontario Expands Access to Natural Gas in Rural, Northern and Indigenous 
Communities - June 09, 2021 - Ministry of Energy, Northern Development and Mines – 
“Phase 2 of the Natural Gas Expansion Program will allocate more than $234 million to 
support 28 new natural gas expansion projects, which are expected to be underway by 
the end of 2025.  Two expansion projects will directly benefit Indigenous communities, 
specifically the Red Rock First Nation and the Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte First 
Nation.  Since its launch in 2019, Phase 1 of the Natural Gas Expansion Program has 
supported projects that are forecast to connect over 9,000 customers, in 16 
communities, to natural gas.  Phase 1 and 2 projects are funded through a $1-per-
month charge to existing natural gas customers.  Full news release here.  After 
reviewing the proposal, NY-GEO member Bob Wyman notes: “If they spend 
$234,240,132 to provide gas to 8,764 new customers, they will be spending an average 
of $26,728 per customer.” 
 
Where are the U.S.’s natural gas pipelines? Often in vulnerable communities – 
National Geograhic -By Aejandra Borunda- Maps byRiley D. Champine – 2021 06 04 - 8 
min read - . A new nation-wide analysis shows that counties with higher social 
vulnerability are home to a denser web of natural gas pipelines.  Full article here. (Tip 
from Sage Welch at the National Building Electrification Network and Sunstone 
Strategies) 
 
Sadie McKeown Appointed to NYSERDA and Housing Finance Agency Boards – 
McKeown played a constructive role in helping to formulate what have generally been 
recognized as strong recommendations coming from the Energy Efficiency & Housing 
Advisory Panel to New York’s Climate Action Council.  From an email from McKeown’s 
employer, the Community Preservation Corporation (CPC): ”As CPC’s Executive Vice 
President and Head of Construction Lending and Initiatives, Sadie leads our 
construction lending activities including the operation of our six regional field offices 
located throughout New York State. She also oversees the company’s numerous 
initiatives, which include our innovative sustainability practice, the ACCESS fund to 
strengthen and support BIPOC developers and real estate entrepreneurs, and CPC’s 
partnership with New York State in providing COVID relief funding to small multifamily 
building owners.”  

https://u22040672.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=nW6WfPO4Bjg1VsnalDVryeDJe5ixZPtjiuF6ez553Y4AhWD06YUxm7fZ3O42xoXfR7IenbeEWl8ij4XQ-2By9TjWSGFoVGqaEOC-2BNzKycDlExZ-2FwMvSA1s5VnrykAxfICOhJwlXrfrYbo08CcKlZa-2FCWdJk2V1T2N-2BLMlxKP8DUkEszI-2FDgFVwjpgU7yFM-2BAHv2Az1hiSxS4KrJkrc41YcJcb12J2A1kIfUMlGsYmTHk6wqsH5Y2HjrHyopDMdLQHDlcFbajTKTkL9loP7AO9cB1G7ebGF4v4eT-2FW2Bfk0A40-3D5gjk_HV0KLjk1PzqFOSel068EaXM5nu47dfQXfXWWh-2F1UVDuX70RyADRi0czjq1OUndrtffS5N0iG6K-2BCJTvVW-2BONLPZaaM2PPHDfxTmZmeahA98bgKoiBAoklKjmoj7dU3EcUYj3Z-2Flyv4oFKs5AQupXG5lWVCO4Cah8srklzMAkDRLdnfz-2FneRe1w3tsTE-2FkkZmDlnBED-2F4otlZwvApraNjIA-3D-3D
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Sadie McKeown 

 
It’s Time to End Subsidies for New Gas Hook-Ups – National Resources Defense 
Council (NRDC) critiques California version of New York’s 100-foot subsidy  - June 10, 
2021 Merrian Borgeson - This blog was co-authored by Azara Negron, NRDC spring 
2021 graduate student intern –“California utility customers contribute over $100 million 
every year to subsidize gas connections for new customers. But it doesn’t make sense 
to keep extending gas pipelines as California moves away from using fossil fuels that 
add to the climate problem and are unhealthy, and it certainly doesn’t make sense to 
subsidize this cost on the backs of other Californians, which is what is happening now.”  
Full article here. (Tip from Sage Welch at the National Building Electrification Network 
and Sunstone Strategies) 
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Istock 

 
“Los Angeles plans to jump-start a green hydrogen market in the US - LA wants to 
fuel its public utility with carbon-free hydrogen. Can it break through the nascent 
industry’s economic and technical challenges?...The Los Angeles Department of Water 
and Power has committed to running its 4,300 megawatts of fossil fueled power plants 
— 3,500 MW of that within the LA area — partly on green hydrogen by around mid-
decade, ramping to 100 percent in about 10 years. It’s also seeking to create enough 
hydrogen storage capacity to ensure supply to power the electric grid through long 
periods when solar, wind and batteries can’t cover the need.” By Elizabeth McCarthy – 
10 minute read - Full article from Canary Media here. 

https://www.canarymedia.com/articles/los-angeles-seeks-to-jump-start-a-green-hydrogen-market-in-the-u-s/?utm_campaign=canary&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=132502165&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9dz0VCdaOhn8DkIb7i_Oshw9atAykAmFpTP-wdM_z2kHjexVoOTRr8Ld8ocGeyTArOTGSf5L6h7o9mn1CnViTLowoXxQ&utm_source=newsletter


 
 
“Texas Passes Reforms To Winterize Power Infrastructures • Texas lawmakers 
completed the final version of Senate Bill 3, in response to the outages that resulted 
during the deadly February winter storms. It aims to bolster Texas’ electricity 
infrastructure and require power plants to be prepared for extreme weather conditions. 
[Engineering News-Record] ”  (from 2021 06 05 Green Energy Times) 

https://www.enr.com/articles/51864-texas-passes-reforms-to-winterize-power-infrastructure
http://www.greenenergytimes.net/


 
The view from above of a rarely seen blanket of snow covering Houston, as pictured 

here on Monday, February 15.  Houston Chronicle/AP 
 
“Keystone XL Pipeline Halted After Biden Blocks Permit• The Keystone XL 
pipeline’s developer has halted construction on the project after the Biden 
administration revoked its permit. The pipeline was to carry oil 1,200 miles (1,900 km) 
from Alberta to Nebraska. Environmentalists and Native American groups fought 
against it for over a decade”. [BBC]  (from 2021 06 10 Green Energy Times) 
 
AWESome EarthKind podcast: Did you know that 19 states now have 100% clean 
electricity targets by 2050? But - did you also know that only a handful of them are 
legally binding? Across the U.S., state governments and utility regulatory authorities are 
creating policies and programs to move our society to clean energy.  Listen to Miriam 
Makhyoun as she unravels the world of EQ Research and how they track the 
development of clean and renewable energy. Listen via your favorite podcast playing 
app (Apple, Spotify, Google Podcast.) or visit the website at 
www.AWESomeEarthKind.com.   
 
Climate Updates 
 
There are many reasons our customers prefer geothermal heat pumps – saving money, 
superior comfort, health and safety.  Their impact in totally eliminating greenhouse gas 
emissions is also a key benefit for many customers, and a key reason New York State 
is providing incentives and attempting to rev up the heat pump market.  Just In! 
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provides a limited number of important climate updates most weeks to keep you in the 
know on this crucial topic that is important to so many New Yorkers. 
 
Lake Mead falls to record-low level, a milestone in Colorado River's crisis -  Ian 
James - Arizona Republic - Lake Mead has declined to its lowest level since the 
reservoir was filled in the 1930s following the construction of Hoover Dam, marking a 
new milestone for the water-starved Colorado River in a downward spiral that shows no 
sign of letting up. 
The reservoir near Las Vegas holds water for cities, farms and tribal lands in Arizona, 
Nevada, California and Mexico. Years of unrelenting drought and temperatures pushed 
higher by climate change are shrinking the flow into the lake, contributing to the large 
mismatch between the demands for water and the Colorado’s diminishing supply. Full 
article here.  Thanks to Professor Katherine Hayhoe for this tip. 

 
Boulder Basin (foreground) and the Narrows (center), May 11, 2021, in the Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area, on the Arizona/Nevada border. A high-water mark or bathtub 
ring is visible on the shoreline; Lake Mead is down 152 vertical feet.  Mark Henle/The 

Republic 
 

“Investors Holding $41 Trillion Demand Action On Climate – Now• Investors 
managing over $41 trillion in assets are loudly calling on world leaders to step up their 
climate game as quickly as possible, so they can take part in a wave of investment in 
clean energy. The investors call for governments to set more ambitious emission 
reduction targets. [CNN] ”  (from 2021 06 10 Green Energy Times) 
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Progressives draw red line on keeping climate provisions in infrastructure bill - 
Many Democrats behind the scenes worry climate change has faded from center stage.  
“By ANTHONY ADRAGNA 2021 06 09 – POLITICO –“Progressive anxiety about 
sufficiently strong climate change provisions being left out of forthcoming infrastructure 
legislation burst into public Wednesday with several Democratic lawmakers warning 
they would not rubber-stamp eventual legislation.  Faced with razor-thin majorities in 
both chambers and bipartisan negotiations that have languished for weeks, many 
Democrats behind the scenes worry climate change has faded from center stage — and 
they worry about sacrificing what the scientific community says is necessary to stave off 
the worst consequences to claim a bipartisan victory.”  See full article here  

 
“Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide Hits Highest Level In Over 4 Million Years” • NOAA 
released data showing atmospheric CO₂ reached a monthly average level of 419 ppm in 
May. This is not just the highest reading recorded since accurate measurements began 
63 years ago. It is the highest level the planet has seen in over four million years. 
[Alaska Native News]  (from 2021 06 09 Green Energy Times) 

https://www.politico.com/staff/anthony-adragna
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/06/09/progressives-climate-provisions-infrastructure-492667?mc_cid=2449e4b84b&mc_eid=fd9a9b9d40
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http://www.greenenergytimes.net/


 
Mauna Loa Observatory (NOAA via Twitter) 

 
“EPA Revives Climate Change Website, Adds ‘Indicators’ Data • The EPA for the 
first time in four years has a webpage to guide the public on a range of information on 
climate change, it said. The climate change website includes information on greenhouse 
gas emissions data, climate change impacts, scientific reports and existing climate 
programs. [Coastal Review] ”  (from 2021 06 11 Green Energy Times) 

 

https://coastalreview.org/2021/06/57124/
http://www.greenenergytimes.net/


See the video from this web page 
 

https://coastalreview.org/2021/06/57124/

